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Abstract: In Indian zoos today hardly any effort is being made to preserve the species despite encouragement and even pleading from the Central governmental agencies and individuals.
In Indian zoos today hardly any effort is being made to preserve the species despite encouragement and even pleading from the Central Governmental agencies and individuals.

by Sally Walker

In his very entertaining and informative book Animal Days Desmond Morris relates the story of how as curator of London Zoo he became involved in a complex and tortuous diplomatic intrigue in order to arrange a breeding loan between London Zoo and Moscow Zoo for their respective snow leopard specimens.

Chi-Chi, a single female giant panda in London Zoo was regularly censured by Moscow, and failed to produce cubs. Moscow Zoo had a frustrated single male. After the two years of negotiating it was decided to fly Chi-Chi to Moscow for a honeymoon with An-An. The film attempt was a failure but zoo authorities were under-estimating the situation and after a second time only to have the female reject An-An.

The moral of this story is not the usual prohibitions of giant pandas or the vagaries of international diplomacy. It is that too often the non-specialist is willing to go to a great deal of trouble and expense to breed an endangered species.

The International Species Information System (ISIS) is an organization sponsored by the American Association of Zoos, Parks, and Aquariums which collects data on all captive species in zoos around the world and produces comprehensive information on micro film. Members can find out at a glance what single animals exist in other zoos and put them up with their own in an exchange for breeding loans. Arrangement of semen collection from proven males for artificial insemination is another method.

A breeding loan is an arrangement whereby two zoos each with a single animal of the same species but different sexes agree that they may mate get together. Usually the zoo with the single male exchanges the animal, but usually hosts the pair which it then rejects after 2 or 3 years. Exhibits are thereby increased. If breeding does not take place, the animal is replaced after the designated period by another male or female. The primary requirement for maximising arrangements is an over-riding commitment to the cause of saving endangered species. One zoo definitely has to make a sacrifice but others will not until the entire process appears to take the risk that the mating will not be successful, as in the case of London and Moscow zoos.

In Indian zoos today hardly any such effort is being made. Conservation and even breeding for endangered species recommendation and personal planning to ensure the healthy reproduction of a vast number of species. Indian zoos, however, this very valuable cooperation arrangement has hardly been practised at all.

The Director of the National Zoological Park in Delhi has been made a sacrifice for some weeks until the offspring appears and take the risk that the mating will not be successful, as in the case of London and Moscow zoos.

In Indian zoos today hardly any such effort is being made. Conservation and even breeding for endangered species recommendation and personal planning to ensure the healthy reproduction of a vast number of species. Indian zoos, however, this very valuable cooperation arrangement has hardly been practised at all.

In these fast-paced days where zoos are being held single breeding males, gorillas, black rhino, Indian thorn, bonneted monkey and the great Indian buffalo just to name a few. Many more presumably exist but since there is no reliable zoo census, no one really knows how many single animals of what species are languishing with no possibility of breeding in the 44 zoos in India.

Perhaps the most dramatic in the case of the great Indian buffalo is the case of the rare Indian buffalo which is considered highly endangered in the wild due to poaching and loss of habitat.

In Two Zoos . . .

Only two zoos in the world today possess great Indian buffaloes, the Pyrenees Zoo and the Jodhpur Zoo. The Pyrenees Zoo has three healthy females which regularly lay and incubate fertile eggs due to their having no males. Jodhpur Zoo has two presumably healthy males and no females. The Director of the National Zoo which serves as coordinator for all the zoos in India, Dr. J. H. Desai has made repeated requests for lists of birds, animals and reptiles from the central government, non-governmental agencies and individuals.

Unfortunately the characteristics of communication which frequently plagues and inhibits progress in the entire nation is reflected as well in the departments responsible for the care, control and maintenance of the zoos. Sadly no one really anyone anything by such faults but we all know too well that we all have a get deal.

Zoos are not for entertainment only. The primary purpose of the zoo should be to breed endangered species. Educating the public and combating science is also considered justify for keeping animals in captivity.

In these fast-paced days where zoos are being held single breeding males, gorillas, black rhino, Indian thorn, bonneted monkey and the great Indian buffalo just to name a few. Many more presumably exist but since there is no reliable zoo census, no one really knows how many single animals of what species are languishing with no possibility of breeding in the 44 zoos in India.

The zoos are lonely, dark and deep.